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Applications for Hybrid VTOL Fixed-Wing Drones

Hybrid VTOL Fixed-Wing UAVs combine the benefits of multirotor platforms with fixed-wing drones and transition between the two modes during flight. VTOL fixed-wing drones are a versatile choice for a wide range of commercial and military aerial applications.
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UKRSpecSystems PD-1 Hybrid VTOL Fixed-Wing UAV


The ability to vertically take-off and land,  without the need for a launcher or runway, means these drones can be operated in almost any location. The fixed-wing design provides greater endurance, the ability to cover longer distances, and the option to fly faster, allowing operators to fly for longer and cover more ground when compared to a multi-rotor UAV. Here are just some applications for VTOL fixed-wing hybrid drones…

Agriculture & Farming

[image: Trinity Fixed-Wing VTOL Agricultural Drone]
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Hi-Tec Trinity Agricultural Hybrid VTOL Drone


VTOL fixed-wing drones can provide highly efficient coverage and data collection for large farms, allowing farmers to quickly gain insights into crop health and other indicators and thus reducing costs of pesticides and fertilizer. A thermal camera payload will help detect well-watered field regions as well as dryer patches.

Infrastructure

VTOL fixed-wing drones can be used to provide real-time, accurate 3D comparable data, which is essential to effective infrastructure planning and helps detect deteriorating conditions and underdeveloped areas of infrastructure.

Mapping & Land Surveying

Land surveyors can rapidly deploy VTOL fixed-wing drones in even the most remote and inaccessible areas, providing them with remotely-sensed, real-time geospatial data.

Mining

VTOL fixed-wing drones can be deployed to safely and efficiently to survey mining areas, allowing for increased productivity and further expansion.

Surveillance & Security

VTOL fixed-wing drones can provide real-time intelligence to decision-makers, allowing better pre-planning, greater control and more efficient resolution of emergency situations without putting human operators in harm’s way.
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Endurance

Any
<30 mins
30-60mins
1-2 hours
2-3 hours
3-4 hours
4-5 hours
5-10 hours
10-15 hours
15-24 hours

















Maximum Altitude

Any
<5000 ft
10000 - 15000 ft
15000 - 20000 ft
20000 - 30000 ft








Payload

Any
0-5kg
5-10kg
10-15kg
15-20kg
20-30kg
50-75kg
75-100kg
100kg +








Propulsion Type

Any
Electric Motor
Piston Engine
Turbojet
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AR3 Long-range VTOL UAV
Long-range maritime surveillance UAV with optional hybrid VTOL capability
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Long-range maritime surveillance UAV with optional hybrid VTOL capability
...3 is a compact fixed-wing UAS designed for long-range vessel-based maritime and land missions. With... ... hot-swappable VTOL variant, providing additional deployment flexibility and further lowering the... 
View






















X-P5
Multi-mission 7-metre wingspan folding-wing drone with hybrid electric/combustion engine powertrain
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Multi-mission 7-metre wingspan folding-wing drone with hybrid electric/combustion engine powertrain
... multi-mission VTOL fixed-wing UAV that can be equipped for cargo delivery or other sensor-enabled...  
View






















X-P6
Heavy-lift VTOL drone with 100 kg payload capacity & turbogenerator power
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Heavy-lift VTOL drone with 100 kg payload capacity & turbogenerator power
...ile heavy-lift VTOL fixed-wing UAV that can be equipped for cargo delivery or other sensor-enabled...  
View






















X-P4
Electric folding-wing UAV for critical logistics missions
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Electric folding-wing UAV for critical logistics missions
...ically-powered VTOL fixed-wing UAV designed specifically for logistics missions, with the ability to...  
View






















QL Tandem Fixed Wing VTOL UAV
Long-endurance hybrid VTOL UAV with tandem-wing design
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Long-endurance hybrid VTOL UAV with tandem-wing design
...gh-performance hybrid VTOL (vertical take-off and landing) UAV with a tandem-wing design and four...  
View






















Penguin B Small UAV Airframe
Highly configurable fixed-wing UAV with wide range of options
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Highly configurable fixed-wing UAV with wide range of options
The Penguin B is a modular UAS that provides unmanned aircraft systems integrators with a wide range...  
View






















VXE30 VTOL UAS
Fully autonomous hybrid VTOL UAS for long-endurance ISR
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Fully autonomous hybrid VTOL UAS for long-endurance ISR
The VXE30 VTOL is the latest and most advanced version of the "Stalker" series UAS. It is a fully...  
View






















FDG50F Hybrid VTOL UAV Airframe
Long-endurance UAV frame with 10kg payload capacity
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Long-endurance UAV frame with 10kg payload capacity
The FD50F is a hybrid VTOL UAV that combines the manoeuvrability of multirotor platforms with the...  
View






















FDG51 Heavy Load Tandem-Wing UAV
Heavy-payload drone with 55kg capacity
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Heavy-payload drone with 55kg capacity
...s a heavy-lift VTOL drone with a unique tandem-wing configuration and a lightweight carbon fiber...  
View






















Penguin C Mk2.5 VTOL UAS
Group 3 / NATO Class I UAS with long endurance, long-range, low logistical footprint
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Group 3 / NATO Class I UAS with long endurance, long-range, low logistical footprint
...enguin C Mk2.5 VTOL is a versatile medium-altitude long-endurance (MALE) UAS with a hybrid VTOL...  
View






















Skiron-X Small Unmanned Aerial System
Group 2 ISR UAV with eVTOL capability
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Group 2 ISR UAV with eVTOL capability
...endurance of a fixed-wing design. It executes missions at undetectable altitudes and its EO/IR...  
View






















Spirit-One Hybrid eVTOL Drone
All-electric hybrid VTOL drone for delivery and inspection
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All-electric hybrid VTOL drone for delivery and inspection
...is a versatile hybrid eVTOL drone that can switch seamlessly between VTOL and forward flight modes,...  
View






















Spirit-One HD Hybrid eVTOL Drone
Heavy duty long-range delivery and inspection UAV
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Heavy duty long-range delivery and inspection UAV
...is a versatile hybrid eVTOL drone that can switch seamlessly between VTOL and forward flight modes,...  
View






















Spirit-X Hybrid eVTOL Drone
Extended-range delivery drone with high capacity
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Extended-range delivery drone with high capacity
The Spirit-X is a significantly enhanced version of the Spirit-One eVTOL cargo delivery and inspecti...  
View






















Dagger 2.0 UAV
Advanced fixed-wing drone for BVLOS surveillance & sensor deployment
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Advanced fixed-wing drone for BVLOS surveillance & sensor deployment
...is an advanced fixed-wing UAV platform with a highly efficient low-drag canard design and a 2-metre...  
View






















Dagger 2.7 UAV
Long-endurance BVLOS fixed-wing UAV with large payload capacity
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Long-endurance BVLOS fixed-wing UAV with large payload capacity
...is an advanced fixed-wing UAV platform with a highly efficient low-drag canard design and a...  
View






















Sword Cargo 5.0
Long-range heavy lifting cargo delivery drone
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Long-range heavy lifting cargo delivery drone
The Cargo 5.0 is an advanced aerial cargo delivery drone platform with a 5-metre wingspan. With a pa...  
View






















P330 VTOL Drone
VTOL drone for surveying and mapping
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VTOL drone for surveying and mapping
...f and landing (VTOL) fixed-wing unmanned aircraft system (UAS), specially designed for aerial...  
View






















VA25 VTOL UAV
Long endurance VTOL drone
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Long endurance VTOL drone
...long endurance VTOL UAV can fly for up to 210 minutes with 1kg payload....  
View






















Firefly VTOL Target Drones
Reconfigurable propeller driven Target Drones
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Reconfigurable propeller driven Target Drones
The defense industry has always struggled with the recurring costs of target drones used for trainin...  
View






















Firefly
Gasoline engine-powered VTOL target drone
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Gasoline engine-powered VTOL target drone
...ly aerodynamic VTOL aerial target drone that uses electric motors for takeoff and landing and a...  
View






















Survair
Hybrid VTOL mapping, inspection & surveillance drone
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Hybrid VTOL mapping, inspection & surveillance drone
...long-endurance hybrid VTOL drone that is specifically designed for professional mapping and...  
View






















Firebolt
Turbojet-powered VTOL target drone
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Turbojet-powered VTOL target drone
...rbojet-powered VTOL aerial target designed for testing a wide variety of weapons platforms,...  
View






















SkyExpress
VTOL Cargo Delivery Drone
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VTOL Cargo Delivery Drone
...keoff/landing (VTOL) drone that is customized for drone-based deliveries of food and critical...  
View






















AlienX
VTOL drone for ISR & cargo delivery
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VTOL drone for ISR & cargo delivery
...8217;s largest hybrid VTOL drone. With a 10 kilogram payload capacity, it is ideal for drone... ......S is available in two versions – all-electric, or a hybrid powertrain with piston... 
View






















Pelican
Fixed-wing VTOL drone for critical healthcare cargo delivery
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Fixed-wing VTOL drone for critical healthcare cargo delivery
...e Pelican is a hybrid fixed-wing VTOL UAS specifically designed to safely and efficiently transport...  
View






















DeltaQuad VTOL UAV
Fully-Electric Hybrid VTOL Fixed Wing UAV
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Fully-Electric Hybrid VTOL Fixed Wing UAV
...fully electric UAVs is designed for high stability in both quadcopter and fixed wing mode,... ......
The DeltaQuad Pro VTOL UAV is available in the following models:
 
View






















Tango VTOL UAV
Hybrid gas-electric drone for tactical operations
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Hybrid gas-electric drone for tactical operations
Tango is a fixed-wing VTOL UAV that can be equipped with fully electric power or a hybrid...  
View






















SkyEye Sierra VTOL UAV
Fixed-wing electric VTOL UAV for long-endurance operations
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Fixed-wing electric VTOL UAV for long-endurance operations
... SkyEye Sierra VTOL is a multipurpose vertical take-off and landing fixed-wing UAV that can be...  
View






















PD-2 UAS VTOL Fixed-Wing UAS
One stop solution for military and civil applications
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One stop solution for military and civil applications
...tteries of the UAV during the flight (both onboard and VTOL).... ... key. The PD-2 UAV is capable of changing airframe configuration on-the-go wherever you are within... 
View
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Aurora Provides sUAS to Validate eVTOL Model
Aurora Swiss Aerospace has provided the ZHAW School of Engineering with sUAS technology to collate data for a future-shaping eVTOL model
 Mar 28, 2024


















MightyFly Unveils Its Third-Gen eVTOL for Same-Day Deliveries
The new UAV incorporates a sleek design that enables operational efficiency, the ability to accommodate a wide range of payload center of gravity, a larger cargo bay, and more
 Feb 1, 2024


















Airbus Helicopters Acquires Aerovel and its UAS
Aerovel’s Flexrotor is a small tactical UAS designed for ISTAR missions at sea and over land, with a maximum launch weight of 25kg and the ability to integrate different payloads
 Jan 17, 2024


















U.S. Retailer Walmart to Make Drone Delivery Expansion
Drone companies Wing and Zipline are approved for BVLOS flight by the FAA, and focus on speed, safety and sustainability to provide on-demand drone delivery
 Jan 16, 2024


















Ultra-Long Endurance VTOL UAV Platform Launched
T-DRONES' new VTOL fixed-wing UAV, VA23, has a maximum range of 240km, level 5 wind resistance, a payload capacity of 2.5kg, and a flight duration of up to 4 hours without payload
 Jan 15, 2024


















Next-Gen VTOL Drones Launched
Event 38’s E455, weighing 55lbs and able to fly for two hours on battery power alone, is designed to carry a payloads like mapping sensors, LiDAR, and EO/IR surveillance sensors
 Nov 10, 2023


















Successful Demonstration of Transwing VTOL UAS Capabilities on Ships at Sea
PteroDynamics’ Transwing aircraft has completed nine autonomous launch and recovery demonstrations from USNS Burlington as part of the U.S. Navy 4th Fleet Hybrid Fleet Campaign Event
 Nov 3, 2023


















TopoEquipos Now Official Distributor for Marlyn Cobalt Drones in Peru
Fast-growing Dutch drone manufacturer Atmos has signed a distribution agreement with TopoEquipos in Peru
 Oct 31, 2023


















Textron UAS Completes International Naval Exercises
The Aerosonde UAS provided mission overwatch by relaying video to command, and employed a satellite system to relay video ISR data to seven locations at once
 Oct 18, 2023
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PteroDynamics
Autonomous Folding-Wing VTOL UAV for Long Range & Superior Endurance
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ElevonX
Fixed-Wing Hybrid VTOL UAVs - Electric & Petrol - for Endurance Operations
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Woot Tech Aerospace
Commercial Drones for Delivery, Surveying, Agriculture, Security & Mapping - Target Drones - UAS GCS
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T-DRONES
Industrial & Multirotor Drones | Drone Motors, UAV ESC & Propellers
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Edge Autonomy
Long-Endurance Fixed-Wing & Hybrid VTOL UAVs | UAV Payload Camera Systems | Power Systems
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Fly Dragon Drone Tech
Long-Range Fixed Wing Drones, VTOL Airframes, Tandem-Wing UAV & Sprayers | Ground Stations, Drone Generators & Drone Motor Kits
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DeltaQuad
Hybrid VTOL Fixed Wing UAV for Autonomous Mapping, Surveillance, Inspection and VTOL Cargo Applications
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Aurora Flight Sciences
Uncrewed Aircraft Systems (UAS) | Optionally Piloted Aircraft (OPA) | Counter-UAS (CUAS) Interceptor Drones
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Gadfin
Fixed-Wing Hybrid Drones for Long-Range Medical Package Delivery & Infrastructure Inspections
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Cannon Dynamics
Customizable, Long-Range Fixed-Wing Drones - Twin-Wing Design Heavy Lifting Drones
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TEKEVER
Fixed-Wing UAV Systems: Modular VTOL, Long-Range Maritime UAV, Tactical ISR UAS
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Volatus Aerospace
Drone Technology Supplier & Drone Service Provider for Public Safety, Transportation & Training
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CHC Navigation
GNSS Positioning & Navigation Systems, Mobile Mapping UAV LiDAR & Unmanned Surface Vehicles
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Ziyan UAS
Electric Unmanned Helicopters & Supporting Unmanned Aircraft Equipment
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Ukrspecsystems
Fixed Wing UAS & Gyro Stabilized Gimbals for Surveillance & Inspections
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Join Thousands of Unmanned Systems Professionals
Create a UST Pro account to get full website access, the weekly eBrief and exclusive event discounts.

Join for Free
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Unmanned Systems Technology showcases the latest technologies and engineering innovations from component, service and platform suppliers within the unmanned systems industry.
The website covers all categories and classes of unmanned/uncrewed systems: Air vehicles (UAV/UAS/drones), Ground Vehicles and Robotic Systems (UGVs), Surface and Subsea vehicles (USV, AUV, UUV, ROV). Keep up to date with our regular news listings and events/exhibitions within the industry.
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Subscribe to the Weekly eBrief
The latest engineering and technical developments straight to your inbox - join thousands of engineers who receive it.
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